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This is the subject of the bachelor-work: "The left-wing extremism in the Czech Republic". Is the danger
for society from the left-wing extremism comparison with the right-wing extremism danger? This
question is complicated, but there is the answer as a part of it in the work too. The principal aim of this
work is the extremism, one of the social pathologic phenomenous. Because it is the subject including a
very comprehensive matter, the authorś efforts are in the focus to the one only his part, to the left-wing
extremism. First of all the definition of extremism and his different parts are presented. Later appear
problems of left-wing extremism from the point of view his sociological and juridical aspects in the
relation to the singles, movements and organisations, the may be closed in this extreme spectrum. They
are named concrete organisations and their contemporary aktivities operating througout the republic
territory. The next phenomenon manifesting on this part of extreme spectrum are onlooker violations.
Here is an intention to draw attention to the actuell manifestations with an ideological overton,
especially on our football stadiums. Not only in the continuity with the anarchist-autonomous movement
there are mentioned any of the sub-cultural movements (PUNK, DIY, Free Techno Music ) too.
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